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Let Xi be iid rv’s and S,, = X1 +X2+ l *. +X,,. When EX: < +OO, by the law of the iterated 
logarithm & -a,)/(n log n)l’*+ 0 a.s. for some: constants ar,,. Thus the r.v. Y = 
~up,,~~[lS~ -a,1 - (6n log n)l’*]+ is as. finite when 6 > 0. We prove a rate of convergence theorem 
related to the classical results of Baum and Katz, and apply it to show, without the prior assumption 
EXf c +a0 that EYh < +OO if and only if E(X1j2+h[loglXr/]-’ C +OO for O< h < 1 and S > 
hE(X1 - EXr)*, whereas E Yh = +OO whenever h > 0 and 0 < S C hE(X1 - EXl)*. 
Convergence rates 
optimal stopping 
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1. Introduction 
Let X, XI, X2,. . . be independent and identically distributed random variables 
with distribution F, let & =Xr+X2+***+X,,, and let (Ye =IZ j!!$& dF(u) be a 
sequence of centering constants. Here B(n) (and C(n)) are positive increasing 
sequences, and we let B-‘(x) = inf{j 2 1: B(j) 2 x}, similarly C-‘(x), be (general- 
ised) inverse functions on (0, 00). 
There have beer1 a number of generalisations of the classical results of Katz [ 1 l] 
and Baum and Katz [l] on convergence rates in the law of large numbers, among 
them those of Heyde and Rohatgi [9], Rohatgi [19], Lai 1131. The purpose of the 
present paper is to give yet another generalisation of these results, to the case when 
the norming sequence E?(n) is required to satisfy only 2 mild growth condition, one 
which applies in particular when the sequence is of the order of magnitude of that 
which occurs in the law of the iterated logarithm. The special form of our theorem is 
dictated by the type of application we consider. Our methods are essentially those of 
the above mentioned authors, supplemented with some techniques related to the 
proof of the law of the iterated logarithm. 
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We prove: 
TBheorenm 1. If B(n) is regularly varying with positive index ,B and C(n ) satisfies 
[ 
C(n) 
’ C(n-1) 
-1 
1 
->y forsome y>O, 
then for an x > 0 
C [C(n)-C(n - l)]P{IS, -t+xB(n)}<+~ 
II21 
implies 
(1) 
(2) 
for e:‘ery E > 0. Also (1) implies 
EB-‘IX(CIB-llX(] c +oo. a (3) 
Coin [4] applied Theorem 3 of Baum and Katz [ 1] to obtain the following elegant 
result on the expectation of S,: if 0 c t < 2 and h > 0, EIXj’+h < +OO if and only if 
E(sup[l~~l-Sn”‘]+}~C+~ forallS>O, 
n21 
where EX = 0 if t 2 1. The result, which was generalised by Scott [20] (who also 
extends Baum and Katz’s results) 3s related to the theory of optimal stopping. One 
sided versions of Cohn’s result appear in Chow and Lai [2], and in Chow, Robbins 
and Siegmund [3, p. 921. 
0ur Theorem 1 was motivated by the desire to replace n ‘A in Cohn’s result by a 
norming sequence close to nl’*, and if possible to determine the “exact” con- 
vergence of the expectation. An imnortant advantage of Theorem 1 is that it is sharp 
in the sense that it holds for the particular value of x, and this permits US to find the 
folloGng partial solution to the above problem 
( let log x = max(1, ln x) and cyll = n u dF(u) > : 
eorem 2. If O< h < 1, then EIX12+h[PoglXI]-’ < +co if and only if 
{ ~$-I& --an1 -(Sn log n)l’*]+}’ c: +a 
for every 6 > h X)“, and then (x,, may be replaced by 
< +oO is sufficient for 6)~ +OO, with (y,, = n 
(6) =+W for OGS< X)*, whether or not 
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Typically, rate of convergence results have asserted the equivalence of conditions 
like (l), (2) and (3) above. Allowing the slower increase of B(n) in Theorem 1 means 
that we cannot show that (3) implies (1) and (2). It would be interesting to find 
conditions under which this implication holds in reasonable generality. In Theorem 
2, the moment condition is shown to be sufficient by a direct argument using a result 
of Cohn [5] on the rate of convergence to normality. In Theorem 1, it is easy to show 
also that (2) implies (1) in great generality, but we omit a discussion of this. 
The sequence C(n) was introduced in Theorem 1 for the purpose of proving 
Theorem 2. The condition C(n)-C(n - I)- yz-‘C(n -- 1) which is imposed in 
Theorem 1 implies but is not implied by its regular variatiorl with index y > 0 [S]; we 
do not allow the case y = 0, which rules out, e.g., C(n) = log n, C(n )- C(n - 1) Y 
-‘. The assumptions on B(n) and C(n) can be slightly relaxed in the direction of 
znly requiring upper and lower bounds on the quantities 11 [(C(n)/C(n - l))- l] and 
B(nh)/B(n) for h > 1, but we omit the details of this minor modification. 
We remark that Theorem 1 is related to a result of Strassen, subsequently 
sharpenedky Lai and Lan [ 141 and Lai [ 151, on boundary crossing. Let L(B(n)) = 
sup{n 2 1: IS, -- nEXI > B(n)} be the last time S,, - nEX crosses the boundary B(n). 
Lai and Lan showed that when B(n) = (&z log n)“*, ElX~*+*‘~log 1x1 I-(h+l’c +a if 
and only if EL”(B(n))< +W for every 6 > 2hE(X - EX)*, while the latter expec- 
tation is infinite if S < 2hE(X -EX)*. It is easy to see that Ei?(B(n))< +a if and 
only if 
which is of the form considered in Theorem 1, with C(n) = n! 
Sequences increasing like (n log n)“* are those of “moderate deviations”; cf. 
Michel[17], Davis [6]. A result of Michel is used to prove the divergence of E(6), in 
Theorem 2. 
2. Proofs 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let (1) hold, so by the assumption on C(n), Cnzl n-‘P{IS, -- 
cw,la xB(n)} c +OO. Letting S”, be a symmetrisation of S, in the normal way, this 
means by Levy’s inequality [16, p. 2471 that 
00) c n-‘P(IS”,I 32xB(n)} 
?Zal 
2i+1 21+1 
3x C n-l C n-’ PI max ISi 1~3 2xB(2”‘) 1 
j a=*‘+1 j n=-*‘+l 
1 >- -8 max ISi I 3 2xB(2’+‘) 
lSkS2’ 
six P(lS~jl~2(2’ -E)xB(~‘)} 
i 
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for large enough] and E > 0 arbitrarily small, using the fact that B(2’+‘) - 2’B(2’), by 
the regular variation of B. From Kesten [12, Lemma 2, p. 7221 we now have 
lim sup /S”,l/B(nj~ 2’+*x a.s., 
n++CO 
and thus by yesten (1972 Theorem 7), if X” is a symmetrisation of X, 
nP[lX”l>xB(n)]+O foranyx>O, 
and by Feller [7, p. 1491, then, 
P(IS”,I 2 LB(n)}- aconst. nP[iX"l 2 2xB(n)]. 
Hence (1) means 
C n[C(n)- C(n - l)]P[IX”/ a 2xB(n)] < +a, 
nal 
equivalently, 
c C(n)P[IXI>4xB(n)]c+m. 
nal 
The latter is easily seen, using the regular variation of B(n) and C(n), to be 
equivalent to (3), and so (1) implies (3). 
Again let (1) hold. Let A > 1 and Aj = [A’], the integer contained in A’. We have 
C-‘(n)> Ai if n > C(,!j), SO 
Is k 
SUP 
-akl 
kaC--l(n) B(k) 
s c c 
jai C(Ai)(n~CU~+l) 
IS k -akI 
B(k) 3x 
s C [C(Aj+l)-C(Ad)] C P( max 
jB1 nbj A,ck-“+l 
‘s~~k~‘~~) 
and by a version of L&y’s inequality (Lemma 1 below), if (Sn -an)/B(n) : 0 and 
C>O, 
max 
A,cksA,+l 
max IS k -CYkI aXB(An) 
A,<ksA,+l 
2 (x - 2e )(A -*’ - E)B(An+Z j} 9 
again using the regular variation of and providing n is large enough. 
consequence of Kesten’s [12, Theorem 7] that lim suplS”,I/B(n)< +m a.s. implies 
SS,/B(n 1 :O (see Lemma 4 of the same paper), and this implies (S, -a,)/B(n) $0, 
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for at, as defined in the introduction, by Loeve [ 16, p. 3281. Thus, provided A is close 
to 1, we have for some (L: > 0, using Lemma 1 again, and summing over vahres of n and 
j large enough, 
SC C [C(Aj++-C(Aj)] C P(ISI,,+,-~A,,,~~(X--~E)B(A~+~)} 
i naj 
n I=&+1 
ISk-akl~(x-3&)B(A.,2)) 
s$$-’ [c(j+l)-c(/)]P\A 
n i=A,+l n 
~ka:+llsk-~kl~(x-3&)B(i+l)) 
s 
because the regular variation of C means (A' -l-~)C(An+l)~C(An+z)-C(An+l.) 
for n 2 no. Hence we see that (1) implies (2), if x is replaced by x + 4~. 
Remwks. (i) It would be interesting to find a one-sided version of Theorem 1, i.e., a 
result of this kind with the absolute value signs omitted. 
(ii) In the proof of Theorem 1 we used the following Lemma. Its advantage is that 
it avoids the necessity to symmetrise, as is usua! with the ordinary Levy inequality. 
P 
Lemma 1. If (Sn - an)/B(n) + 0 for any constants CY,,, then for every E > 0, E < i, and 
x > 0 there are constants TZO, ko, no > ko and q > 0 for which n 2 no implies 
Proof of Lemma 1. This is similar to the working of Petrov [ 181, and is omitted. 
Proof of Theorem 2. In essence we follow Cohn’s proof [4] for the sufficiency. We 
(6)~ +a~ if and only if 
for some and hence every E >O, equivalently, 
2i IS 
-anI 
8’ “,“;2’: B(n\+ ejllh 
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for some and every E >O. Here we put B(n)= (Srt log n)l’*, and this is eventually a 
subadditive sequence, i.e. B(n + m)G B(n)+B(m), since n-‘B(n) eventually 
decreases (cf. e.g. [ 10, p. 2391). Thus for B(S)< +a it’s sufficient that (taking e = 1) 
where j’ = B-‘( j”h). Now assume EIX12+h[log IXlj-’ < +a. For any 7) > 0, 
IS .’ - an + dq’l ‘{Sup ‘t;r(n+j,) 21-q z= 
nz=l 1 
IIS n+f-an i_ SjSl - ISf - &jj > 1 
B(n + j’) 
-- ./ -r) 
SP sup I IS n -%I nap B(n + j’) 
because 
sup&-&B(n + j’)s ISjt-ajs(/B( j’)+ 0 as. 
n31 
by the law of the iterated logarithm. (Since EIXl*C +a, an = rrEX+o(B(n)) as is 
easy to see). Also, 
an - CYj’ = (n + j’)EX +o(B(n + j’)) = a,+jt+o(B(n + j’)) 
as j’ * +a~ for n 2 1, so for E(S)< +OO it will suffice to show 
xpI i fit? IS 
., -
ii[n + j’) 
I -+i’ 31-q , 
I 
equivalently, 
4 SUP IS,-nEXI>l i n3C-l(j) B(n)- -’ 
converges for every v > 0, where we define C by C(j) = B”(j + I), so C-‘(j)c j’* 
From Theorem 1 the last series converges if 
C [Bh(n + 1)-B”(n)] ISn-nEX/a(l-2q)B(n)}, 
n 
equivalently 
c .n XI > (1 - 2q)(Sn log n)“*}, n 
converges. From a result of Cohn [S, Theorem 21 on the rate of convergence to 
normality, (put i> = 12, h(x j = llog x1-l and xn = (S log n)“* in Cohn’s result) this 
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holds for 6 > hE(X -EX)* for every h E (0,l) when ]Xl”‘” IloglX]]--’ < +OO, For 
h Z= 1, the sufficiency of the moment condition for E(S)<%CQ follows from Michel 
[57, Theorem 21 (put ci = h, c = S1’* in Michel’s result). 
conversely, suppose (S)< +OO. Then, as at the beginning of the proof, 
converges for every 8 *> 0. Thus with C(j) = B”(j), supposing first that h 3 2, 
O”’ c c 31 
_ ,,.-e kal C(k-l)cjsC(k) 
=c c {B”(k)-B”(k-l)}P{~Sk-ak~~(l+~)B(k)}, 
kal 
where c > 0 is a constant. Here we used the fact that for h 2 2, 
C(k)-C(k-1)-k-‘C(k-1)-6h’2kh’2-110gk++~. 
For h ~2, we have C(k)- C(k - l)+O, and, as is easily checked, C-*(k)- 
C-‘(k - l)+ +OO. Now we argue as follows for this case: 
c {B”(k)-B”(k - l)}P{ISk -ak( a(1 ++i?(k)} 
kbl 
= 1 {C(k)-C(k-l)}P{l&--a+(l+&)B(k)} 
kz=l 
c-1(j+1) 
6 r, & {C(k)-C(k-l)}P{~&-a~~~~(k)+~~“h} 
jaB1 k-C_ (j)+l 
~CW-- W - 1)) 
SC c P sup Is -4 
jsl nal B(t~;+q”‘~ 
The last inequality follows from: 
C-l(j+l) 
k c&(,)+1 {C(k)- C(k - l)\ = CC-‘(j+ l)- CC-‘(j) - . = 
=C{C-‘(j+l)-l}-CC-‘(j)+CC~l(j+l)-C{C~l(j+l)-l} 
Sj+l-j+O{j-?C{C-‘(j+l)-11) 
= 1+0(l), 
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since it is an easily verified consequence of the way we defined C-l that C{C-‘( j)- 
l}<i~ CC-‘(j). We also used the property that C(n)-C(n - l)= O(n-‘C(n - 1)). 
Thus for h > 0 we see that E(S)< +a~ implies 
~~~~~~(~)-Bk(k-l)}P~ls~-~~l~(l+E)Bo)< +Qo 
for every E > 0. Notingthat C(n)= B”(n)means CB-‘(n) = BhS-‘(n)a n”, and that 
B-‘(n)- (26 log n)%*, we have immediately from Theorem 1 that E(6)< i-00 
IX(““[loglXI]-’ < +OO (regardless of the value of 6). It remains to 
show that E(S) := +OO for S < hE(X - EX)*. To do this we suppose E(S)< 900 and 
obtain a contraldiction. Under this assumption we have from the above working 
that 
ElX12+h]loglXI]-’ < +a~ and x n-‘B”(n)P{lS, -a,1 a(1 +e)B(n)}, 
NZ=l 
equivalently 
c n h’2-1(log n)h’2P{l§n -nEXIa(l+E)B(n)}, 
n31 
converges for every E >O. But from Michel [17, Theorem 4) with c* = S/G*, 
o* = E(X -EX)*, if S/o* < h we have El JC~*+~‘@* C +OO and so 
P{(Sn - nEXI > (Sn 1Qg n)“*} - const. n-“*“*(log n)-l’*, as n + +OO. 
Then clearly 
c n h’2-1(10g n)h’2P{JSn -nEXja(I+e)B(n)} 
n21 
cannot converge, giving a contradiction. 
Remarks. (i) It is clear from the proof of Theorem 2 that we can prove the following 
general result: if B(n) satisfies n[(B(n + l)lB(bt))- l]+ p for some /3 => 0 and is 
subadditive, then E(sup,,llSn --anI-B(n)]+)h<+a if Cn-‘Bh(n)P{ISn-~,)I~ 
(l-&)B(n)}<+(aforsomeE>O; while~n-‘Bh(n)P{~S,,-c!,,~~(l+e)B(n)}<+~ 
for every E > O, if this expectation is finite. Also, these conditions imply EIXjhB-*)XI < 
+QO. 
(ii) To show by our methods tha IXl”B-‘1x1 c +OO imp1 es SUpnBlJSn -anI- 
B(n)]‘)h < +m in great generality, ever, requires more k!-ro dge of the rate of 
convergence to normali8y than seems to be available. 
(iii) It is not hard to sho that, if B(n) is regularly varying, {SUPn2l[lXnl- 
B(n)]‘}h < +CJO if and orly if [Xl”B-‘IXi c -MO. 
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